Many parametric image alignment approaches assume equality of the images to register up to motion compensation. In presence of noise this assumption does not hold. In particular, for gradient-based approaches, which rely on the optimization of an error functional with gradient descent methods, the performances depend on the amount of noise in each image. We propose in this paper to use the Asymmetric Composition on Lie Groups (ACL) formulation of the alignment problem to improve the robustness in presence of asymmetric levels of noise. The ACL formulation, generalizing state-ofthe-art gradient-based image alignment, introduces a parameter to weight the influence of the images during the optimization. Three new methods are presented to estimate this asymmetry parameter: one supervised (MVACL) and two fully automatic (AACL and GACL). Theoretical results and experimental validation show how the new algorithms improve robustness in presence of noise. Finally, we illustrate the interest of the new approaches for object tracking under low-light conditions.
1. Introduction 1 around 0 can be bijectively reparameterized by an increment v ∈ P using the exponential map:
with the following properties:
exp(αv) • exp(βv) = exp((α + β)v),
for all α, β ∈ R.
76
With such a mapping we can solve for parameters in the algebra and through W. Moreover, we assume that the motion model satisfies group 86 action properties (Miller and Younes, 2001 ). This action has the following 87 properties, which are related respectively to composition (•), inversion ( −1 ) 88 and parameters of the identity transformation 0:
Explicit expressions of the group action W and of the exponential map 90 exp are provided in Appendix B for the case of homography, which will be 91 used in the experiments. 
Asymmetric image alignment on Lie Group

93
The goal of the algorithms presented in this paper is to align a template 94 image T (x) to an input image I(x), where x = (x, y) T is a column vector 95 containing the pixel coordinates. The alignment problem is solved iteratively. 
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We assume that we know at step k a coarse estimation of the warp parameters µ k . Aligning two images on Lie group is formalized (Authesserre et al., 2009) 98 as estimating the vector v ∈ P such that the following discrepancy error is 99 minimal:
where e α,i represents the error at each pixel x i belonging to a region of interest 
where J ǫ I (w) and J ǫ T (w) are the jacobian matrices obtained by concatenat-
146
ing the pixelwise gradients:
, and (17)
3.1. Noise-free case
148
In this section we consider that the noise-free images are identical up to 149 the true motion parameter vector v * :
which yields: 
Under this assumption we can show that:
152
Theorem 1 (Second-order expansion under noise-free conditions at optimum 
Moreover, for the true parameter v * , and using (A.13), we have: 
Their proof was based on the assumption (19 
172
Theorem 2 (Discrepancy between J α (0) and the ideal jacobian
with:
where :
Proof. 
Using the ESM algorithm allows us to compensate them and therefore reach 181 a second-order approximation in the noise-free case. T and of zero mean, the total variance of B α v * is proportional to:
Minimizing (30) with respect to α defines a new Minimal Variance ACL 186 approach denoted MVACL:
This α value has the following properties: it yields an ESM behaviour 188 for symmetric amount of noise (σ I = σ T ) and unidirectional FCL behaviour
189
(resp. ICL behaviour) when σ I ≪ σ T (resp. σ I ≫ σ T ).
190
Several typical cases can be considered:
191
• The SNR is high and the initialization is close to the optimum (||v optimal α is near 0.5, as used by the ESM.
197
• The SNR is low, but the noise is symmetrically distributed (σ I ≈ σ T )
198 on I and T , then the variance of B α v * is also minimum for α = 0.5,
199
which is used by both the ESM and the MVACL algorithms.
200
• The SNR is low and asymmetrically distributed σ I ≫ σ T (resp. σ I ≪ In the following, we denote by F α the affine subspace passing through 229 e α (0) and parallel to the span of the columns of J α (0). The elements of F α can be obtained by the linearized error:
We also denote byv α the Lie algebra increment estimated by plugging J α (0) 232 into eq. (10).
233
The geometric interpretation of the Gauss-Newton algorithm is that the 234 incrementv α is chosen such thatê α =ẽ α (v α ) corresponds to the orthogonal 235 projection of the origin O of the error space onto the affine subspace F α .
236
Thus, the different ACL methods can be distinguished by the choice of the 237 subspace F α onto which O is projected. This is illustrated in fig. 1 for the
238
case of a motion model with one degree of freedom.
239
Figure 1: Geometric interpretation of the different approaches using a Gauss-Newton optimization for one parameter motion: O is projected orthogonally onto a particular affine subspace F α (in this case, affine line for a model of p = 1 parameter). The projection of O onto F α is notedê α .
The α value of the ACL approach can be seen as a confidence value on the the directions that lead closer to the origin O of the error space. We propose to compute α by using the distances of O to both subspaces F 0 and F 1 .
243
Considering the plane passing through the pointsê 0 ,ê 1 and O (see fig. 2 ),
244
we denote by P the orthogonal projection of O onto the line passing through theorem in (O, P,ê 0 ) and in (O, P,ê 1 ), we obtain:
where < .|. > (respectively ||.||) stands for the regular scalar product (re-249 spectively the Euclidean vector norm) in R N .
250
Figure 2: Generic interpretation of the α GACL value: The distances between the point O and the subspaces F 0 and F 1 are estimated. Then α GACL is chosen to favor the nearest subspace to O. (7):
12
where
259
Minimizing this residual with respect to α for a fixedv yields the confi-260 dence value used by the AACL algorithm:
whereẽ α (v) is defined by equation (32).
262
Notice the similarity between the expressions (33) and (35). In the first 263 case, α is obtained by projecting O orthogonally onto the affine line (ê 0 ,ê 1 ).
264
In the second one, O is projected orthogonally onto the line
instead. For the AACL method, a fixedv has to be set before using eq. 
ACL Methods Non-adaptive to noise
Adaptive to noise 
275
For step 2b), if the automatically computed α is such that α > 1 (resp. is 276 such that α < 0), we arbitrarily set it to 1 (resp. 0) yielding the behaviour of The AACL and GACL algorithms may introduce a significant overhead rupted with additive gaussian noise: by an alignment algorithm in the reference image coordinates.
322
We will consider two main performance criteria defined by Baker and -Average rates of convergence: for tests that converge for all methods, the 327 average RMS point error is plotted against the algorithm iteration number. as follows:
where σ I (resp. σ T ) is used as noise standard deviation to corrupt the image 355 I (resp. the template T ) with an additive centered white Gaussian noise. in practice takes place for example in image mosaicking (Pham et al., 2005) where a noisy image is aligned to the current mosaic).
428
To illustrate this, fig. 6 shows the average rate of convergence (Point
429
Sigma σ p equal to 6 pixels) and average frequency of convergence with re- checked manually frame by frame that the ESM produced reasonable 479 motion parameters.
480
The generated ground-truthμ is approximative. We will not use it to do 481 accuracy evaluation. However, we can use it to evaluate convergence rate 
494
Two setups are studied here :
495
• Exp.6 : the algorithms are run using only the first image as a template.
496
The level of noise is thus symmetric.
497
• Exp.7 : each algorithm generates its template by averaging the five 498 first frames of the video, after compensating the images in the same 499 coordinate frame by using the estimated motion parameters.
500
For each frame, 20 different motion initializations are generated which 501 yield more than 2000 tests for each setup. of interest predicted by the tested algorithm and those of the ground truth.
508
For the frequency of convergence, the convergence threshold is 4 pixels in 509 terms of RMS Point Error. 
532
This analysis reveals that, when averaging frames, a trade off has to be made 533 between noise and blur reduction.
534
The averaging process was only introduced to illustrate the potential of 535 the ACL formulation to register images in presence of noise level asymmetry.
536
The study of using many frames to generate a high quality template is an 537 interesting perspective, which is out of the scope of this paper.
538
In both Exp.6 and Exp.7 the automatic-ACL approaches provide as ac- 
588
In this paper, we focused on the problem of noise related asymmetry. In Lemma (Second-order linearization of the ACL objective function).
Proof. By developping (8) to second-order around v = 0, we have at each
with J α,i (0) the jacobian matrix and H α,i (0) the Hessian matrix of e α,i at 0:
We also have:
Thus, by plugging (A.4) into (A.2), we obtain (A.1). This linearization is 609 valid in noise-free as well as in noisy cases.
610
Lemma (Jacobian equivalence along v * ).
Proof. Using directional derivative along v * , the assumption (20) and the 611 exponential map properties (2) and (3), we have: 
631
A group action W, fulfilling equations (4), (5) and (6) can be defined from SL(3) to P 2 . For H ∈ SL(3) and x = [x y 1] T ∈ P, we have:
W : SL(3) × P 2 −→ P Indeed, by applying (B.4) to G 1 (resp. G 2 ) we obtain the standard 3 × 3 matrix of a translation along the x-axis (resp. y-axis). The generators associated respectively to isotropic dilation about the origin and rotation about the origin are: The generators associated to shear at 0 and 45 degrees are : In this section we tackle implementation issues about the Jacobian matrix 635 associated to an image.
636
The Jacobian Matrix associated to I and T are 
